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Abstract
We construct a functor from a category of compact Lorentzian manifolds-with-boundary to a
category of Riemannian manifolds-with-boundary. As a corollary, we obtain the first known
Cheeger-Gromov type finiteness result in Lorentzian geometry.
1 Introduction and statement of the main results
Considering the tremendous success of Gromov’s theory of metric spaces in Riemannian geometry,
it appears worthwhile to look for a Lorentzian version of this concept, and more so as it is very
desirable — e.g. in the context of non-perturbative Quantum Gravity — to find more appropriate
covariant ways to topologize spaces of Lorentzian metrics and their moduli spaces. A central
role in Gromov’s theory is played by the set M(r, s,D) of all (r, s,D)-Alexandrov metrics (for
(r, s,D) ∈ R3), which are locally compact complete (thus geodesic) length spaces with Hausdorff
dimension r, lower curvature bound k and diameter ≤ D. Gromov showed the compactness ofM(≤
r, s,D) :=
⋃
u≤rM(u, s,D) in the Gromov-Hausdorff metric (whose definition actually goes back
to Edwards [6]), and Perelman showed a corresponding stability result (cf [11]) within M(r, s,D)
entailing a famous finiteness result.
As on Minkowski space R1,n there is no metric compatible with the topology and covariant w.r.t.
the Poincare´ group ([15]), essentially because the orbit of every point in ∂J+(p) under a group
of boosts accumulates at p, there is no injective functor from globally hyperbolic (g.h.) spaces to
metric spaces, so we restrict our categories: Let C be the category of Cauchy slabs, i.e. Obj(C)
consists of the g.h. temporally compact manifolds-with-boundary whose boundary are two disjoint
smooth spacelike Cauchy surfaces, the morphisms being isometric, oriented, time-oriented diffeo-
morphisms1. The category R is the one of Riemannian manifolds-with-boundary and isometries
∗Institut fu¨r Mathematik, Humboldt-Universita¨t zu Berlin, Unter den Linden 6, D-10099 Berlin, Email:
mullerol@math.hu-berlin.de
1It would be desirable to extend the category by adding the causally convex isometric embeddings, but this turns
out to be impossible, with the same proof as in [15].
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(those preserve the boundaries). A subcategory Cn(a1, a2, a3) of C, and correspondingly of R, is
formed by all elements X of dimension n, cospacelike sectional curvature ≥ a1, second fundamental
form of ∂X of norm ≤ a2 and cospacelike diameter ≤ a3. Let σg : X×X → R the signed Lorentzian
distance supported on ≤g ∪ ≥g= {(p, q) ∈ X×X|q ∈ Jg(p)} where Jg(p) := J−g (p)∪J+g (p)}, revised
in Sec. 2. Via the Lorentzian future injectivity radius
injrad+g (x) := sup{σg(x, y)|I+(x) ∩ I−(y) is geodesically convex}
we define
Γ(X) := sup{b > 0|vol((injrad+g )−1((b;∞)) > b}.
Then, for all a ∈ R5, a˜ ∈ R4, we define subcategories
Cn(a) := {(X, g) ∈ Cn(a1, a2, a3)|volg(X) ≤ a4 ∧ Γ(X) > ea5}
of C and
Rn(a˜) := {(X, g) ∈ Rn(a˜1, a˜2, a˜3)|volg(X) ≥ ea˜4}
of R, and finally a category R(m) whose objects are tuples (X,E) of Riemannian manifolds-with-
boundary X and 1-Lipschitz maps E : X2 → Rm, the morphisms being isometries relating the
maps by pull-back. We will find an injective functor F : C → R(3) mapping each subset Cn(a)
into some Rn(a˜). Analogously to the Gromov compactification of locally compact separable length
metric spaces, where a point x is identified with the distance d(x, ·) (see e.g. [7], Sec. 4.1) we
apply something similar to σgx := σg(x, ·). We consider metrics dgf,p(x, y) := |f ◦ σgx − f ◦ σgy |Lp for
a measurable locally essentially bounded f : R → R and p ∈ [1;∞]. Compactness of each J(x)
implies that dgf,p is finite. We then apply the usual functor λ from metric spaces to length spaces
(revised in Sec. 2) to dgf,p. Two examples are:
• The Noldus metric dN := d|·|,∞ from [16], which never makes X a length metric space (Th.6
loc.cit.). In Sec. 2 we show that (X, dN) is in general not locally connected by rectifiable
paths, thus λ(dN ) takes the value ∞, being not a true metric but an ∞-metric. The same is
true for dId,∞ ≥ d|·|,∞ (the inequality holds as | · | is | · |∞-contracting). Thus for our purpose,
d|·|,∞ and dId,∞ do not have sufficiently many geodesics.
• The Beem metric dB := dχ(0;∞),1 + dχ(−∞;0),1 (χA denoting characteristic function of A ⊂ R)
satisfies dB(p, q) = vol(J
+(p)△J+(q)) + vol(J−(p)△J−(q)) where △ denotes the symmetric
difference. The topology defined by this metric (originally suggested by Beem) is one of the
two used in definitions of the future causal boundary ([2], [14], [14]). We show in Section
2 that this metric has splitting geodesics, so the same holds for λ(dB), having the same
geodesics, so for our purpose, dB = dχR\{0},1 has too many geodesics.
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The synopsis of the Noldus metric and the Beem metric suggests trying some metric in between,
e.g. by p = 2. For r ∈ [−1; 1], let dr := dfr ,2 with fr := (12+ r2 ·sgn) ·Id where sgn = χ(0;∞)−χ(−∞;0)
is the sign function. For (X, g) ∈ C we define the metric dgr(p, q) := |fr ◦ σgp − fr ◦ σgq |L2(X) on X,
then λ(dgr) is the pullback of the scalar product of L2(X) via Φ
g
r : x 7→ fr ◦ σgx. In Sec. 3 we show:
Theorem 1 (i) For each X ∈ Obj(C) and r ∈ (−1; 1), Φgr : x 7→ fr ◦ σgx is a C2 embedding of
X into L2(X).
(ii) The map F : (X, g) 7→ (X,λ(dg0) = (Φg0)∗(〈·, ·〉L2(X)),Dg := (dg−1/2, d
g
0, d
g
1/2)) is an injective
functor from C to R(3) whose push-down to isometry classes is injective, too.
(iii) ∀ n ∈ N ∀ a ∈ R5 ∃ a˜ ∈ R4 : pr1(F (Cn(a))) ⊂ Rn(a˜).
As a corollary, in Sec. 3 we obtain:
Theorem 2 For every n ∈ N and a ∈ R5, there are only finitely many homeomorphism classes of
compact Cauchy slabs in Cn(a).
Theorem 2 is, to the best of the author’s knowledge, the first known finiteness result in Lorentzian
geometry.
2 Preliminaries on λ and approaches not using the L2 metric
2.1 Well-known facts on the functor λ and the Lorentzian length function
We briefly revise the classical map λ from metric spaces to length spaces (with extended metrics,
i.e. ∞-metric spaces): Let (X, d) be a metric space, let c ∈ C0([a; b],X). A partition of [a; b]
is a finite subset Y = {yi|i ∈ NN} of [a; b] with a, b ∈ Y , which we always number monotoni-
cally. We denote the set of partitions of [a; b] by P (a, b) and put lY (c) :=
∑N
i=1 d(ci−1, ci) and
(L(d))(c) := sup{lY (c)|Y ∈ P (a, b)}. The finiteness of this supremum defines the set of rectifiable
curves (containing all Lipschitz curves). Conversely, there is a map K from length structures to
∞-metric spaces defined by K(X, l) := (X, d) with d(x, y) := inf{l(c)|c : x  y}. It is well-known
(see e.g. [4], Prop. 2.3.12) that λ := K ◦ L ≥ Id (i.e., λ(d) ≥ d ∀d) and L ◦ K = Id. Further-
more, d-geodesics are still λ(d)-geodesics. The functor λ is not injective. Any metric d on X is a
1-Lipschitz function on (X ×X,λ(d) × λ(d)).
The signed Lorentzian distance function σg : X ×X → R ∪ {∞} ∪ {−∞} is defined by σg(x, y) :=
sup{l(c)|c : x y future causal curve} for x ≤ y, σg(x, y) := −sup{l(c)|c : y  x future causal curve}
for x ≥ y and σg(x, y) = 0 otherwise. Here, the length l(c) of a C1 causal curve c : [a; b] → X
is defined by l(c) :=
∫ b
a
√
−g(c′(t), c′(t))dt. In the case of a g.h. manifold-with-boundary, σg is
well-known to be finite and continuous.
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2.2 Noldus metric
Theorem 3 In (X := [−1, 1] × R,−dt2 + ds2) equipped with dN := d|·|,∞, no continuous curve
c : [0; 1]→ X for which x2(c(0)) 6= x2(c(1)) is dN-rectifiable.
Proof. First assume w.l.o.g. that not both c(0) and c(1) are contained in the upper boundary
{1} × R (otherwise reverse the time orientation). Then let, for a > 0, Aa := {t ∈ [0; 1]|x1(c(t)) ≤
1− a} and note that due to the continuity of c there is a neighborhood [0; t] of 0 contained in some
Aa. Then put u := x2(c(0)), v := x2(c(t)) and we see easily that l(c|[0;t]) ≥ l(k) where k : [0; t]→ X
is defined by k(s) := (1− a, (1 − t−1s)u+ t−1sv). So due to rotational invariance everything boils
down to calculating the L∞-distance D(t) between σ(1−a,0) and σ(1−a,t) which is
√
t(2a− t). Then
the argument is completed by calculating n ·D(t/n) = √t√2an − t→n→∞ ∞. 
Thus X with the Noldus metric dN is not locally connected by rectifiable paths, so λ(dN ) is not a
true metric, but an ∞-metric. The same holds for X = [0; 1]× S1, with essentially the same proof.
2.3 Beem metric
Theorem 4 Every g-causal curve in X is a geodesic for the Beem metric dB := d
g
χR\{0},1
.
Proof. We first note dB(x, y) = vol(J
−(x)△J−(y)) + vol(J+(x)△J+(y)). For p ≤ q ≤ r we get
J±(p)△J±(r) = (J±(p)△J±(q))∪˙(J±(q)△J±(r)), so dB(p, r) = dB(p, q) + dB(q, r). 
This means that all g-causal curves are dB-geodesics, so dB and λ(dB) have splitting geodesics,
something that does not happen in Alexandrov spaces.
2.4 Other approaches
It is tempting to apply the theory of optimal transport between the signed length functions, which
would not exactly be of the form above. But it turns out that the Lorentzian version of optimal
transport [18] would give rise to negative distances or else (after multiplying with −1) the inverse
triangle inequality, so this would mean re-proving Gromov compactness and Perelman’s stability in
this more general context. Adding a constant to the cost function is not viable, as then d(x, x) 6= 0.
One could also try to get a Lorentzian-Riemannian functor through some kind of Wick rotation,
which always requires some temporal vector field. There are not many known examples of temporal
vector fields that are natural. Essentially, the only known choice are gradients of CMC Cauchy
temporal functions t, i.e. such that for all a ∈ t(X) its a-level set is a Cauchy surface of constant
mean curvature a. To be able to construct those, e.g. along the lines of [8], we need the boundary
to be CMC itself, which is quite a nongeneric condition.
Finally, the framework of Lorentzian length spaces as in [12] does not seem to be appropriate for
obtaining finiteness statements, as the sign of its triangle inequality prevents us to get Gromov
precompactness.
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3 Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2
3.1 Proof of Theorem 1 (i)
The maps Φgr : X → L2(X) are obviously injective for every r ∈ [−1; 1]: A left inverse is given by
f 7→ p for {p} = cl(f−1((−∞; 0))) ∩ cl(f−1((−∞; 0))). To show that the maps are immersions, let
Up be the subset of J(p) of those points q that have an open neighborhood Vq such that expp is
diffeomorphic onto Vq. Keep in mind that the causal cut locus is of vanishing measure ([19]).
Theorem 5 Let r ∈ [−1; 1], let (X, g) be a g.h. manifold-with-boundary, then the map Φgr : X ∋
p 7→ fr ◦ σgp is a C2 embedding of X into the Hilbert space L2(X). For x ∈ X,w ∈ TxX we get
dxΦ
g
r · v =
(
q 7→


(1/2 + r/2)2〈v,w〉 for q = expx(w), w future timelike
(1/2 − r/2)2〈v,w〉 for q = expx(w), w past timelike
0 else
)
(well-defined on the complement of the causal cut locus Cut(x) of x). The Hessian Hessx(σ
g
a) of σ
g
a
at x applied as a quadratic form to a vector v at p is the almost everywhere defined function given
on M \ (Cut(x) ∩ J(x)) by
Hessx(σ
g
a) · (v ⊗ v) =
(
q 7→
{
(1/2 + r/2)2〈v,K ′v(0)〉 for q = expx(w), w causal
0 else
)
where Kv is the Jacobi vector field along the unique maximal geodesic c from x = c(0) to expx(w) =
c(1) with Kv(1) = 0 and Kv(0) = v. For y ∈ J±(x) \ Cut(x) we define u(y) to be the unique
v ∈ exp−1x (y) with 〈u(y), u(y)〉 = σ2(x, y). The resulting pull-back Riemannian metric is
(Φgr)
∗(〈·, ·〉L2(X))x(v,w) = (1/2 + r/2)2
∫
J+(x)
〈v, u(y)〉〈w, u(y)〉dy
+(1/2 − r/2)2
∫
J−(x)
〈v, u(y)〉〈w, u(y)〉dy. (1)
Remark: We can further increase differentiability by increasing p.
Proof. As we consider a fixed metric and fixed r, we write Φ = Φgr. First assume that q =
expp(w)≫ p. Then the first variational formula gives immediately the formula for dΦ, correspond-
ingly fopr p ≫ q. The contribution of the shifting of the boundary of J(x) vanishes, because the
gradient of the quadratic form is continuous at the lightcone (as opposed to the situation in [5],
Lemma 3.1, e.g., where precisely this term is central), which is of Lebesgue measure 0.
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For the Hessian HessΦ(V,W ) := V (W (Φ)) − (∇VW )(Φ), which is a tensorial symmetric bilinear
map, we only have to compute its values on V = W = ei where ei are p-synchronous vector fields
such that ei(p) is a g-orthonormal basis of TpX.
We can reconstruct the Hessian H at p by its quadratic form Q by polarization and calculate
detv,wH := 〈H(v,w),H(v,w)〉 − 〈H(v, v),H(w,w)〉
=
1
4
(Q(v + w)− (Q(v) +Q(w)))2 − 〈Q(v), Q(w)〉.
(and it would be sufficient to calculate the result for causal vectors v,w).
The second variational formula ([17], Prop. 10.4.,[19], Prop. 1.2.9) determines the second derivative
of the total length L for a geodesic variation around a geodesic c of arc length k and signature ε in
the direction V (which is a Jacobi vector field along c) as
V (V (L(0))) =
ε
k
g(∇∗∂tV ⊥(t), V ⊥(t))|ba + g(c′(t), A(t))|ba
where ∇∗ denotes the pull-back connection and A is the transverse acceleration ∇∗∂s∂sF (0, ·) for
the variation F : (−ε, ε)s × [a; b]t → X. For a synchronous vector field we have A = 0.
Now linearity of the solution K of the Jacobi equation in its values at the endpoints gives bilinearity
in v and we conclude σg ∈ C2(X,L2(X)).
Injectivity of dxΦ follows: Let v 6= 0, then we find w ∈ J+x ⊂ TxX with gx(v,w) 6= 0 and t ∈ (0;∞)
with tw ∈ Ux, then dxΦ(v) : expx(tw) 7→ (12 + r2)2〈v,w〉 6= 0, that is, (dxΦ)(v) 6= 0.
Finally, the maps are embeddings because X is compact and L2(X) is Hausdorff. 
3.2 Proof of Theorem 1 (ii)
As mentioned above, for p, q ∈ X, we define dgr(p, q) := |fr ◦σgp−fr ◦σgq |L2(X). We now suppress the
dependence of g for a moment in our notation. The fact that λ(dg0) is a Riemannian metric follows
from the previous item. The fact that dr is ds-Lipschitz for all r, s ∈ (−1; 1) is a simple consequence
of the triangle inequality. For x ∈ X, let σ+x resp. σ−x denote the positive resp. negative part of
σx . The one-parameter family fr = (
1
2 +
r
2 · sgn) · IdR interpolates for between f−1 : x 7→ x−
and f+ : x 7→ x+ passing through 12IdR, thus dr interpolates between the past metric (taking into
account only the past cones) d−1 with d−1(x, y) := |σ−x − σ−y |L2 for f−1 = 1 − θ0 and the future
metric d1 (taking into account only the future cones) for f1 = θ0, passing through
1
2σ. Whereas d
g
±1
is a metric on X \∂±X, it vanishes identically on ∂±X×∂±X. For fixed points p and q of X, let V
be the linear span span(u+, u−) of u+ := σ+p −σ+q and u− := σ−p −σ−q . Then the L2 scalar product
on V is uniquely given by the corresponding quadratic form on three vectors any two of which are
noncollinear, thus given by d−1/2(p, q), d0(p, q) and d1/2(p, q). Then we can identify future and past
boundary as ∂±X = {x ∈ X|∃y ∈ X \ {x} : dg±1(x, y) = 0}. We calculate
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〈σ−q , σ+p 〉 =
1
2
(〈σ−q + σ+q , σ−p + σ+p 〉 − 〈σ−q , σ−p 〉 − 〈σ+p , σ+q 〉).
And each term of the right-hand side of this equation can be expressed by further polarization:
〈σ±q , σ±p 〉 = −
1
2
(d±1(p, q)− d±1(p, x)− d±1(q, x))
for some x ∈ ∂±X, and then express d±1 by d−1/2, d0, d1/2 as described in the first paragraph. Also
〈σ−q + σ+q , σ−p + σ+p 〉 = 〈σ−q , σ−p 〉+ 〈σ+q , σ+p 〉+ 〈σ+q , σ−p 〉+ 〈σ+p , σ−q 〉
The first two terms can be computed just by the Equation before and of the last two terms at most
one is nonzero. Thus we can fully reconstruct the relevant cross-term 〈σ−q , σ+p 〉 by the given data,
which allows us reconstructing the causal structure via p≪ q ⇔ 〈σ+p , σ−q 〉 6= 0 and
p ≤ q ⇔ ∀r ∈ X : (〈σ+p , σ−r 〉 = 0⇒ 〈σ+q , σ−r 〉 = 0) ∧ (〈σ−p , σ+r 〉 = 0⇒ 〈σ−q , σ+r 〉 = 0),
thus we can identify the future and past subsets. These in turn form a subbasis for the manifold
topology and allow to identify the conformal structure ([3], p.6, Th.2.3, Cor.2.4, Prop. 3.11), so
everything is reduced to reconstructing the volume form.
Now let g and h be two Lorentzian metrics g, h on X with F (X, g) = F (X,h). By the above
we can conclude that g and h are conformally related to each other, by, say, g = e2u · h for a
smooth function u. Assume that u does not vanish everywhere, then w.l.o.g. let u(x) > 0 for some
x ∈ X. Due to continuity, there is an open neighborhood U of x and a real number ε > 0 such
that u(y) > ε > 0 ∀y ∈ U . As (X, g) is g.h., there are p, q ∈ X with J+g (p) ∩ J−g (q) ⊂ U . Then we
calculate
∫
J+g (p)∩J
−
g (q)
σg,−1p (x) · σg,1q (x)dvolg(x) ≥ (eε)n/2 · (eε)2
∫
J+h (p)∩J
−
h (q)
σh,−1p (x) · σh,1q (x)dvolh(x),
But we can reconstruct
∫
J+g (p)∩J
−
g (q)
σg,−1p (x) · σg,1q (x)dvolg(x) = 〈σg,−1q , σg,1p 〉L2 and exclude u 6= 0.
Thus g = h. Of course, F is also well-defined and injective on isomorphism classes, as each
morphism on the right-hand side induces an isomorphism on the left-hand side. 
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3.3 Proof of Theorem 1 (iii)
The next four lemmas show how F transfers uniform Lorentzian bounds to Riemannian bounds.
Lemma 1 For a subset A of C with cospacelike sectional curvature uniformly bounded below and
volume uniformly bounded above, the Riemannian metric λ(dg0) is of uniformly bounded sectional
curvature (above and below).
Proof. Cospacelike sectional curvature is sectional curvature on planes with spacelike orthogonal
complement, which in the Lorentzian case are the Lorentzian planes. The Gauss equation for the
immersion Φgr : X → L := L2(X) with second fundamental form SXL reads:
0 = 〈RL(V, Y )Z,W 〉 = 〈RX(V, Y )Z,W 〉+ 〈SLX(V,Z), SLX(Y,W )〉 − 〈SLX(Y,Z), SLX(V,W )〉
Thus we have to find a bound of the second fundamental form, which in turn is the normal
component of the Hessian given by Theorem 5. The latter is given as the integral over 〈v =
Kv(0),K
′
v(0)〉 for Jacobi fields with Kv(1) = 0. Considering the universal volume bound, we only
have to find universal L∞ lower bounds for the Jacobi fields along timelike geodesics c, and w.l.o.g.
orthogonal to c′. This can be done via Rauch comparison theory: If in the hypothesis of Th. 4.5.1 of
[10] the considered Riemannian signature is replaced with the Lorentzian one and the assumption
of µ being an upper bound of sectional curvature is replaced with assuming a lower bound µ
on timelike sectional curvature, and if we restrict on orthogonal Jacobi fields along an arc-length
parametrized timelike geodesic, we get the very same conclusion of the cited theorem, using the
Riemannian Cauchy-Schwartz inequality on (c′)⊥. The crucial term in the definition of the Hessian
is u(v,w) := |Kvw|′(0) where Kvw is the Jacobi field along c : t 7→ expx(tw) with Kvw(1) = 0,
Kvw(0) = v. The item (3) of the cited theorem states that 0 = |Kvw(1)| ≥ |Kvw|(0)cµ(1) +
|Kvw|′(0)sµ(1) (where cµ, sµ are the usual comparison functions for constant curvature µ) and thus
|u(v,w)| = |Kvw|′(0) ≤ |Kvw(0)| cµ(1)sµ(1) = |v|
cµ(1)
sµ(1)
. 
Lemma 2 For a subset A of C with uniformly bounded second fundamental form of the boundaries
and sectional curvature uniformly bounded below, the Riemannian metrics λ(dg0) have uniformly
bounded second fundamental form of the boundaries.
Proof. To bound the second fundamental form SX∂X , we use S
X
∂X = S
L2(X)
∂X − SL
2(X)
X , then the
triangle inequality, the fact that ∂±X are Cauchy surfaces and that their second fundamental form
w.r.t. g is uniformly bounded, which allows us to bound the transverse acceleration in Eq. 2. 
Lemma 3 For a subset A of C with timelike sectional curvature uniformly bounded below and
uniformly bounded volume and timelike diameter, the Riemannian metrics λ(dg0) are of uniformly
bounded diameter.
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Proof. The bounds on the volume and the timelike diameter of (X, g) imply a bound on the
extrinsic diameters. Then the bound on the second fundamental forms Agr of X in L2(X) found in
Lemma 1 helps us to bound the intrinsic diameter in terms of the extrinsic one: Let c : [0; 1] →
Φgr(X) be a shortest curve, then for v := c(1)−c(0) we consider the orthogonal projection cv⊥ of c to
v⊥. Let s1 ∈ [0; 1] with 〈c′v⊥(s1), c′v⊥〉L2(X) be maximal, then there is s1 ∈ [0; 1] with 〈c′v⊥ , c′v⊥〉 < 0,
as h : [0; 1] ∋ t 7→ 〈c′
v⊥
(t), c′
v⊥
(s0)〉 satisfies
∫ 1
0 h(t)dt = 〈cv⊥(1) − cv⊥(0), c′v⊥(s0)〉 = 0, and we can
bound c′′v⊥ between s1 and s0 in terms of the second fundamental form, obtaining a lower estimate
of the length of c in terms of v. 
Lemma 4 For a subset A of C with Γ uniformly bounded below by eu > 0 and cospacelike sectional
curvature uniformly bounded from below, the Riemannian metrics λ(dg0) are of volume uniformly
bounded below by some constant v.
Proof. The Ricci curvature bound implied by the sectional curvature bound ensures that we find
E > 0 s.t. for all (X, g) ∈ A and all y ∈ X we have exp∗y vol ≥ E · volκ (for volκ = exp∗x˜ volMκ in
the Lorentzian model space Mκ of constant sectional curvature κ) within the domain of injectivity,
via the Ricatti equation (cf [19]). For x ∈ X and v ∈ TxX, we denote by J+x resp. I+x the
causal resp. timelike future cone in TxX and for v ∈ I+x define J+,vx := {u ∈ J+x |g(u, v)/g(v, v) ≤
1 ∧ g(u, u) ≥ 13g(v, v)}. By definition, there is E2 > 0 s.t. for all (X, g) ∈ A and for every point
z in (injrad+g )
−1((b;∞)) there is w ∈ TzM timelike future with g(w,w) < −E2 and exp(Vw) is
geodesically convex for Vw := {v ∈ TzX|v future, g(v,w)/g(w,w) < 1 ∧ g(v, v) ≥ 13g(w,w)}. Now
let us consider Eq. 1. Let vol(U) > Γ/2 and injrad+g (y) > Γ/2 for all y ∈ U , let x ∈ U . We consider
a g-pseudo-ONB e0, ..., en at x where ae0 = w for some a > 0. For k ∈ N, k ≤ n, we consider the
open subsets Wk := {w ∈ TxX|g(w,w) < 0, w0 < 1, wk > 1/2}. They have A-uniformly large volκ
in TxX. Thus (λ(d
g
o))kk ≥ C4(g+V )kk, where V = e0 and g+V is the metric obtained by a Wick rotation
around the normalized vector field V , which has the same volume form as g. Taking together the
estimates, we get a bound λ(dg0) > C3(g
+
V ), so we find constants C1, C2 > 0 s.t. all g with timelike
sectional curvature ≥ s, ric ≤ R and Γ ≥ eu satisfy vol(X, λ(dg0)) ≥ C1vol(U, g+V) > C2. 
3.4 Proof of Theorem 2
We want to apply Wong’s result [20], Th. 1.4 that Rn(a) does not contain infinitely many homeo-
morphism classes ∀a ∈ R4. First we show that the Lipschitz function survives GH-limits, a result
that we will not need in the following but that seems of sufficient independent interest:
Theorem 6 (Gromov compactness with Lipschitz function) The set R(N)(n, k,D) of all tu-
ples (X,E) consisting of locally compact complete metric spaces X with Hausdorff dimension ≤ n,
diameter ≤ D and curvature ≥ k with 1-Lipschitz maps E : X ×X → RN is precompact.
Proof. For the metric part, we cite [4], Th. 10.7.2, for the function part we choose successively
subsequences and apply the Arzela`-Ascoli theorem. 
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The Riemannian finiteness theorems are based on some stability result:
Theorem 7 (Perelman stability theorem, see [11], Th. 1.1) For each compact n-dimensional
Alexandrov space of curv ≥ κ, there is ε > 0 such that every n-dimensional Alexandrov space Y of
curv ≥ κ with dGH(X,Y ) < ǫ is homeomorphic to X. 
The finiteness result of Theorem 2 now follows directly from Theorem 1 and a result by Wong:
Theorem 8 ([20], Th.1.4) For every n ∈ N and every a ∈ R4, the number of homeomorphism
classes of compact elements in Rn(a) is finite. 
This concludes the Proof of Theorem 2 (note that we did not need result of Th. 6 about injectivity
of F , as (X, g) 7→ (X,λ(dg0)) does not change the diffeomorphism type of X). 
3.5 Discussion and indispensibility of the bound on Γ in Th. 1
Recall that in Cheeger-Gromov type finitenes results, the volume bound is needed to prevent
dimension loss, as Perelman’s theorem refers to Alexandrov spaces of Hausdorff dimension exactly
n, whereas in Gromov’s theorem all dimensions ≤ n are included. Due to dimensional homogeneity
of Alexandrov spaces ([4], Th. 10.6.1) the dimension loss in a GH limit has to occur globally, if it
occurs. Now, this dimension loss can actually happen in our context: For a sequence of thinner and
thinner Lorentzian cylinders ([0; 1] × S1,−dt2 ⊕ ε · ds2), the corresponding Riemannian cylinders
become also infinitely thin in the limit ε→ 0, so there is dimensional degeneracy in this example.
Therefore the lower bound on Γ is indispensable in Theorems 1 and 2. It could not be replaced with a
mere bound on the total volume ofX either, which can be seen by considering a sequence of cylinders
concentrating the volume at the boundary: There are functions fn : [−1; 1]→ [0;∞) with fn(−x) =
fn(x) and limn fn(±1) =∞ such that vol(Xn)→n→∞ 1 for Xn := ([−1; 1] × S1,−dt2 + fnds2) but
still the limit of pr1(F (Xn)) is one-dimensional. The same holds for flat cylinders, fn = n and
[0; 1/n] instead of [0; 1]. One way to obstruct this phenomenon is precisely the above combination
Γ of volume and injectivity radius.
One one hand, it seems worthwhile to search for similar finiteness results using the notions of
Lorentzian injectivity radius developed in [1], [13].
On the other hand, it would of course be desirable to replace the condition on timelike sectional
curvature with a Ricci bound cg(v, v) ≤ ric(v, v) ≤ Cg(v, v) on causal vectors v, more natural in
the context of mathematical relativity. This looks feasible because of the definition of the metric as
an integral over Jacobi fields, but here well-posedness of the initial-value problem for the vacuum
Einstein equations puts strong limitations.
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